
 
 

Text for Burden of Selfhood 
1. 
 
makeup is so good your 
your makeup is so good 
your makeup is so 
so your makeup is 
your so your makeup 
omg your so your 
fat omg your so 
are fat omg your so 
you are fat omg your 
you are fat omg 
you you are fat 
love you you are 
i love you you 
beautiful i love you 
are beautiful i love you 
you are beautiful i love 
me you are beautiful i 
0-0:25 
___________________ 
it😣 me you are beautiful    (😣 =	persevering	face	emoji)	
find it😣 me you are 
find it😣 me you 
couldn't find it😣 me 
i couldn't find it😣 
nose i couldn't find 
0:25-0:42 
_______________________  
her nose i couldn't 
contours her nose i couldn 
she contours her nose i 
how she contours her nose 
on how she contours her 
vid on how she contours 
a vid on how she 
post a vid on how 
she post a vid on 
did she post a vid 
there did she post a 
not there did she post 
are not there did she 
haters are not there did 
the haters are not there 
______________________ 
pretend the haters are not 
just pretend the haters are 
pretty just pretend the haters 
really pretty just pretend the 
your really pretty just pretend 
back your really pretty just 



turn back your really pretty 
better turn back your really 
u better turn back your 
haters u better turn back 
makeup haters u better turn 
without makeup haters u better 
with without makeup haters u 
beautiful with without makeup haters 
so beautiful with without makeup 
ur so beautiful with without 
off ur so beautiful with 
it off ur so beautiful 
brush it off ur so 
just brush it off ur 
can just brush it off 
you can just brush it 
but you can just brush 
it but you can just 
us it but you can 
around us it but you 
always around us it but 
is always around us it 
negativity is always around us 
it negativity is always around 
use it negativity is always 
so use it negativity is 
fun so use it negativity 
is fun so use it 
makeup is fun so use 
but makeup is fun so 
beautiful but makeup is fun 
so beautiful but makeup is 
your so beautiful but makeup 
cuz your so beautiful but 
makeup cuz your so beautiful 
need makeup cuz your so 
even need makeup cuz your 
even need makeup cuz 
don't even need makeup 
you don't even need 
them you don't even 
to them you don't 
listen to them you don't 
listen to them you 
don't listen to them  
gorgeous don't listen to 
are gorgeous don't listen 
you are gorgeous don't 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2.  
She is so pretty without makeup 

your so pretty with and without makeup 

You are so beautiful! You don't even need the makeup! 

U look pretty and simple without makeup 😻😻😻 

soooo fucking cute without make-up!!! 

You're so freaking beautiful!!!!  

she's beautiful with or without makeup 

love this inspiring vid. she is so pretty with and without makeup 

i like her with and without make up she's beautiful either way! 

Beautiful inside and out! Wish I had the talent 

You are so beautiful with and without makeup! 

I think that she still looks beautiful with or without make up 

she looks gorgeous either way tbh 

you are gorgeous! both with and without makeup 

Super Gorgeous!  

You are gorgeous, naked face or made up face. With that being said, isn't this foundation to light?  

Omg you are so beautiful! Both with and without makeup, true goals 

You have a beautiful aura.. Don't change anything you're amazing. 

You are beautiful inside and out!! Fuck the haters! Success is the best revenge!!! 

You're beautiful either way. 

whatever you have been using on your skin is working!!!, you skin looks so fresh and 
radiant! you are beautiful either way! 

Both sides of your face are beautiful! 

You are beautiful with or without. 

She is absolutely gorgeous with and without makeup 💕 

Gorgeous before and after!!!!! 

You're just such a beautiful person all around 

Gorgeous as always! with or without makeup you are beautiful inside and out ! 

She is so beautiful with and with-out makeup ! ❤�❤�❤� 

The makeup does make you look like a different person, but I think you're very pretty with & 
without makeup.  



3. 

you completely transformed yourself goals 😍😍 

You look better without makeup 

You pretty much look the same just a little discolouration- your features are beautiful 

girls only wear makeup to be fake and cover things up and try to make themselves look 
better then they really do..the whole thing is scam to lure you into their web 

there is nothing fake about wearing make up, i love to experince new products on my skin, 
there are such new foundations now, with amazing technology,  

We females are NOT solely programmed to impress a guy with our looks. I think makeup is 
about creativity and art, it's about how it makes YOU feel  

after a few hours it's so creesy (?) idk how to explain but please help me 

My skin creases after a couple hours, it's weird. Like a mask. 

It looks like she has a mask on half her face 

wow! That´s some awesome mask you painted there! But It shocks me too… 

simultaneously shaming a girl for wearing makeup and telling her she looks shit without it... 
what kind of stupidly impossible standard is that. 

But this look is a little tiny bit scary but,Still beautiful naturally!!! 

you're a real person and you teach us how to put on makeup on and wigs from the beginning 
to end, and I just wanted to let you know I appreciate you taking the time and keeping 100 

you make it look so easy I wish I could look that amazing 

it makes me feel connected lol like I'm getting to know the person behind the brush 

I respect you not filtering the video. we get to see you for real 😍😍😍 

You have the most beautiful natural lip color I have ever seeeeeen!  

i love this it's so realistic 😩 most makeup tutorials are impossible to do 

very pretty and natural looking!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4.  

what no dark hair? 

need a closer view I can't see it..:( 

she needs to be closer to camera 

Quit using fingers to the eye 

I lost interest  

exit utube 

i love this but u talk alottt 

how the fuck does this even have 32million views how stupid 

I wish she was facing us the whole time. 

Waste of time. Can't see what she is doing. How can anyone learn how to apply the 
makeup? WHY didn't you realize this???? 

She needs some dental help before she goes before the camera.. 

I was very unhappy with your video 

she looks better in the left picture. 

Lavender hair is SO aging. Make up cannot overcome the hair color. 

I noticed there didn't seem to be any moisturizer or cheek color. Did I miss something? 

looks more like she has a black eye 

Who in their right mind would spend all this time putting all this stuff on their eyes/face? 

eyebrows still look too thin 

she should get a face peel for the dark spots, but she's really pretty . 

no offense hun but theres a difference between caking it on and highlighting your features 

despite all the dislikes i loved the way she looked 

it never hurts to look beautiful right? no matter what it takes 

just blend the negativity away 

we should be 100% comfortable with or without makeup no matter what people think 
because we are always being judged regardless! 

 

 

 

 

 



5.  

the reason we buy our makeup is to perfect our imperfections so I never get shade throwers  

I kept seeing your picture floating around social media with not so nice comments I've waited 
for you to address it but you never have but what I learned is to ignore the haters and keep 
doing you you're beautiful inside and out 

Not every woman can express an inkling of their inner personal flaws 

my BF always asks why do you put on so much make-up? my response "because I am a 
girl”  

Is she a real female ? 

Yes editing is all part of the game but you actually change the shape of your whole face. 
Contour can slim ones face but not to that degree.  

 
painting your face until unrecognizable abomination? Imo women look better without 
makeup. 

It just so happens that often what pleases me is pleasing a man. 

should I use make up? I really fear about being judged but I really want to try it :/ should I? 

you are so cute, why did you put this cuantity of makeup??? I think you just need a bit of 
corrector  

Besides, I really don't understand why using makeup to make yourself look slimmer??? If 
you're not feeling comfortable about your weight then go to the fucking gym ans loose 
some... Hiding double chin under makeup is like the most fucking stupid solution I've ever 
heard of 

If I can wear clothes to cover my body, why can't I wear makeup to cover my face? 

I hate my face. Do you have any tips on how not to hate myself?! X 

I hate it when people say you don't need to wear makeup you look fine without it or its not 
you. the only reason I where makeup is because I'm insecure and I makes me more 
confident 

i dare you walk outside like that and catch peoples reactions! lolololol, im a guy (straight) 
and this video was interesting. i should show my woman this vid. 

show me some ass and breast nikkie ...i love thick girls..do you want kids? 

wait... her face is skinny looking, but what about the body? no offense just asking 

very brave to show your face pre-makeup. gotta be a product out there to clear up your skin 
so makeup looks better. 

I know you have had problems in the past but your skin looks amazing 

Unfortunately these days it appears that I have been doing it for others due to insecurities I 
have with my skin 

I think You are naturally beautiful because you embrace your flaws!  



It's showing body/ face confidence by pointing out your flaws and the way you use make up 
as a tool to emphasise the good bits and change the 'bad' bits to make yourself look and feel 
better.  

Thats nature. No rationalization about that.  

dude, no matter how much make up I put on. I'm ugly. so bless you for teaching me your 
ways but lol there's no hope for me. 

I am very secure of my outside, but that don't make me secure of my inside. I very much like 
what I see in the mirror, but if I think of my personality I hate myself. Is that strange? If so, 
the world is weird. :/ 

 


